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The above article, published online on 17 April 2018 in Wiley Online Library (wileyonlinelibrary.com), has been withdrawn by agreement between the authors, the journal Editor in Chief, Prof. Jun-Ping Liu, and John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. The authors have withdrawn the paper due to the lack of reproducibility of some of the findings reported in the paper during the consequent experimental work (in particular, the numeric data related to the levels of proteins involved into or responsive to induction of NADPH oxidase pathway). Although these discrepancies do not affect the major conclusions of the paper, the possible presence of incorrect experimental data requires serious revision of the manuscript and thus necessitates the withdrawal of the article. Wang Q, Sui X, Chen R, et al. Anti-fibrotic actions of Ghrelin by inhibition of the NADPH oxidase-ROS signalling pathway. Clin Exp Pharmacol Physiol 2018;00:1-14. https://doi.org/10.1111/1440-1681.12948.